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WHY YOU SHOULD READ IT: Tips for getting better with money by focusing on key financial struggles millennials face, such as student loans and this usual way to make a fast with your partner
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WHY YOU SHOULD READ IT: A guide to seamlessly manage your money and help you build wealth. Perfect for 20-something year-olds figuring out the game of money
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WHY YOU SHOULD READ IT: Full of advice for 20- to 30-year-olds facing difficult challenges in today’s economy including handling taxes and eliminating debt
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WHY YOU SHOULD READ IT: Advice for recent graduates about what it takes to build wealth from those who have done so on modest salaries
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WHY YOU SHOULD READ IT: Tips for money beginners and those who know a thing or two Dunn covers what you need to understand about finances without making it complicated
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WHY YOU SHOULD READ IT: Real-world experience and practical advice for every class of people, Singletary teaches how to manage your money in order to live the life of financial freedom